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Qusta ibn Liiqa and Alfonso X on the celestial
globe
Julio Sams6
1. Celestial Spheres in the medieval Iberian Peninsula'
The celestial globe seems to have been known in al-Andalus and in the
Christian kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula in the tenth century, although
evidence of it is scarce. Both the A/magesr and al-Banani's a/-Zij al-$Obi',
which contained respectively the description of a precession glot>e2 and
of the bayfja, a sophisticated instrument of the same kind, were available
10 Maslama al-Majri~i (d. tOO?)}. Probably also in the second half of the
I This paper contains a thorough revision and updating of J. Sams6. -El lratado alfonsf
sobre la esfera-' DyrnuniJ (Granada) 2 (1982), 57-73. It has been prepared within a
research programme on ~SCience and Society in the Western Mediterranean during the
laler Middle Ages~ sponsored by the Spanish Ministerio de Educaci6n y Cieocia and by
FEDER (projet:t number HUM2004-o2511,
1 Almngtsl VIII, 3. see G.1. Toomer, Ptolemy's A/magest (New York. Berlin. Heidelberg,
Tokyo. 1984). pp. 404-407: O. Neugebauer, A History of Afldellt Mathematical
Astrol/omy (Berlin, Heidelberg, New York. 1975) U, 890-892; E. Savage-5mith.
Islomicare Celestial Globes: Their History, COIlStTUetion and Use (WashinglOn, 1985). pp.
8-11.
J C.A. Nallino. Al-Ban&lfsive Albatenii OpUJ Astronomicumvol. 1 (Milan. 1903), pp. 139-
142 and 320-321; Savage-Smith. Islamieate Celestial Globes pp. 18·20.
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tenth century a short Latin tract appears, entitled lllcipir de horoLogio
secundum alkoram, id est speram roml/dam, which belongs to the early
Arabic-Latin texts of the "old corpus" or "old collection", and deals with
the use of the solid sphere4 • In the eleventh century the great Toledan
astronomer Abu Is~aq IbrahTm ibn Yal)ya al-Naqqash. known as Ibn al-
Zarqalluhl Ibn al-Zarqiyall Azarquiel (d. 1100). who was also an
instrument maker, criticizes the defects of spheres made in his time by
other artisans and mentions that he himself built a celestial globe which
could be adapted to any latilUde with the precision of one degr~. His
contemporary, IbrahTm ibn Sa"ld al-Saill! (ft. 1080), also built celestial
globes, of which two are extant in Florence and Paris6 . In {he thirteenth
century, in addition lo the Alfonsine treatise on the celestial globe - which
is the main topic of the present paper - an instrument of this kind, extant
in the library of the hospital founded by Nicholas Cusanus in Berncastel-
Kues, has also been considered to have an Alfonsine origin,? although
this ttribution does not seem to be well established. 8About a cenrury later,
4 Edition by J.M. Mill1ls Vallicrosa, Assnig d'historia de ies idees jfsiques i matemiltiques
a la Calalunya Medieval (Barcelona, 1931). 288-290. Mill~s believed that the instrument
in question was a spherical astrolabe, something which is not impossible. R. Lordl,
however. argues that it is a celestial globe: see his paper "The sphaera solida and related
instruments" in Cell/aunts 24 (1980), 153-161 (reptint in Lorch, Arabic Mathematical
Sciellces. Variorum. Aldershot. 1995, no. Xli). I believe that the instrument described
is related 10 al-Ballani's baytja: see J. Sams6, "Eis inicis de la introducci6 de la cil:ncia
~rab a Europa a traves de Catalunya", in Joan Vemet i Ramon Pares (dirs.), Lit ciencia
en la historia dels Paisos Calalans. I. Dels limbs al Rellaixemem. 1nstitut d'Estudis
Catalans - Universitat de Vall:ncia. Valencia, 2004, pp. 115-159.
J. Sams6, Los Ciencias de los Amigllos en al-Andalus (Madrid, 1992), pp. 173-175.
6 M. Destombes, "Globes celestes et catalogues d'etoHes orientaux du Moyen Age". in
ACles dll v/lr Congres lmefl/ario/lal d'/Iistoire des Sciences (Florence, 1966).313-324:
reprinl in Destombes, Comributiolls selectionnees a I'Histoire de la Canographie et des
lllstnllnems Scienrijiques (Utrecht - Paris, 1987). 79-89. Savage-5mith, Islamicate
Celestial Globes pp. 24, 217, 236.
A. Dom(nguez, "La representaci6n de la esfera en el cireulo de Alfonso el Sabio. Mapas
del cielo intditos en la Academia de la Historia y el globo de Nicolas de Cusa". Boletill
del Seminario de Esrudios de Ane y Arqueologfa (Valladolid) 50 (1984), 408-410.
I M. Comes, "Sobre la procedcncia alfonsf de un globo celeste" in M. Comes, R. Puig and
J. Sams6, De Astronomia AlpholJsi Regis. Proceedings 0/ the Symposium on Alfonsine
AstfOllOmy held at Berkeley (Augllst 1985) together with other papers 011 the smile subject
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in December 1361, Pere Gilbert and Dalmau ses Planes, astronomers of
Peter IV of Aragon (1336-1387), finished the construction of a great
sphere in Barcelona, with a diameter of seven spans, which they used to
display the positions of fixed stars according to the observations they
made between 1360 and 1366.9
The Alfonsine book on the solid sphere is, as we will see presently,
a good introduction to elementary spherical astronomy. This is why I
would like to complement the previous list of references to celestial globes
in the medieval Iberian Peninsula with others concerning astronomical or
geometrical treatises which dealt with the sphere. It is well known that
Classical books on the sphere written by Autolycos of Pitane (ft. ca. 300
B.C.)IO Menelaos (ft. 98 A.D.), and Theodosius of Tripoli (first century
A.D.)J1, circulated in Latin in translations made by or ascribed to
Gerard of Cremona, th'at there also was a Latin translation of the short
elementary treatise entitled De recIa imaginatiolle spere et circulorum
eius, ascribed to !habit b. Qurra l2 , and, finally, that the inventory, made
in 1410, of the library of the Royal Palace in Barcelona mentions a Latin
book with the title of Spera solide13 • I can add to this two quotations of
Theodosius and Autolycos extant in Spanish vernacular texts between tbe
thirteenth and the beginning of the fifteenth century. Proposition 1,16 of
Theodosius' book is quoted by the Alfonsine astronomers both in the
(Barcelona. 1987), 139-152.
9 lM. Mill:l.s-Vallicrosa, Las Tab/as As/ronomicas del rey D. Pedro el CeremOllioso
(Madrid-Barcelona. 1962),66-68 and 124.
10 See J. Mogenel. "La traduction latine par Ge{ard de Cremone du Traitf de la Sph~re en
Mouvement d'Aulolycus". Archives Imema/ionales d'His/oire des Sciences 5 (1948),
139-164.
11 See Paul Ver &eke. Les Splll!riqlles de TJII!odose de Tripoli. Paris, 1959; J.M: Mil1<'1.s
Vallicrosa. Las tmdllcciolles oriell/ales en los nUlIluscritos de fa BibliOfeca Catedral de
Toledo (Madrid. 1942), p. 208.
12 F.J. CamlOdy. The Astronomical Works of Thabi/ b. Qurra. Berkeley and Los Angeles,
1960, pp. 118-119 and 140-144.
1) J. Chab<'l.s with the collaboration of A. Roca and X. Rodrrguez. L'astronomia de Jacob
ben David Bonjom (Barcelona, 1992), p. 29.
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treatises on the sphere14 and on the spherical astrolabe IS; and the first
proposition of Auto!ycos' De sphaera mora appears quoted (as D'espera
mobili or Tractado de la esphera movible by Talocusl Thalocus) by the
Spanish writer Enrique de Villena (1384-1434) in his Glosas a la
Eneida16.
2. The Alfonsine treatise "Libro de la raYl):on dell espera"
2.1 Introduction
This book is the second of the Libros del Saber de Astroflomfa in the
order in which they appear in the royal codex of the collection (Villamil
156, Universidad Complutense de Madrid)17, A shan prologue, totally
independent of any Arabic source, states that it deals with the instrument
called aLeara (Ar. al-kura, i.e. sphere) or vet [sic instead of det] alcorcy
(Ar. dhti/ al-kursf, i.e. the globe, with a chair or stand) and establishes a
dependence with the book written by the Oriental scholar Cozra: the
source mentioned is obviously the Risala jr l~kura aljalakiyya, Kirtib al-
cama/ bi l-kura aljalakiyya/ al-lIujI1miyya, Risalajf i-camai bi i-kura [dhtir
ai-kurst1- as it appears in the different manuscripts - writlen by the well
known scientist and translator Qus!a b. LGqa (ft. second half of the ninth
century)l8. The prologue explains clearly, however, that the book is
14 I will quote the Alfonsine texts in the edition of M. Rico y Sinobas, Ubros del Saber de
AstrOllom(lI. 5 vols. Madrid, 1863-1867. See l, 206.
" Rico 11, 127.
16 I know this reference through the unpublished doctoral dissertation by Pedro M. C:l.tedra
(Sobre la vida y la ohm de Enrique de Vil/ena. Universidad Aut6noma de Barcelona,
september 1981).
11 Ed. Rico I. 153-209. An excellent facsimile edition of codex Villamil 156 has been
published in Barcelona, t999 (two volumes).
13 F. Sezgin, Geschichte der Arabischen Schri/ttums. Band VI: AstrOllomie his ca. 430 H.
Leiden, t978, pp. lSO-181. See. on this treatise. W.H. Worrell, "Qusta ibn Luqa on the
Use of the Celestial Globe", Isis 35 (1944). I have not been able to see H. Schnell, Die
Kugel mit dem Schemel, lnaug. Diss.. Erlangen, 1924. which contains a complete
Gennan translation of Qus!a's book. For the comparison between the Ambic and the
Castilian texts I have used here mss. Tehemn. A. Mahdawl 503 and Istanbul, Ahmet m
3505: photocopies of these twO mss. were sent to me by Richard Larch to whOm I would
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divided into three parts:
1. Four initial chapters, which deal with the construction of the
instrument, a topic which does not appear in Qus~a b. Uiqa's book. No
author is mentioned for this part of the Alfonsine work, but it has been
reasonably ascribed to Is~aq b. S'id, who often appears as the author to
whom the king asks to write an original treatise on the construction of
astronomical instruments, when an adequate Arabic source cannot be
found. 19
2. The sixty-five chapters of the Castilian translation of Qus!a b.
Luqa's book on the use of the instrument. The translators were Yehudah
b. Mosheh ha~Kohen20 and the cleric Johan Daspa, who finished their
work on the 6111 of February 1297 of the Spanish Era (1259 A.D.). The
translation was revised'in 1315 S.E.l1277 A.D., and it is this revised
lranslation that appears in the royal codex.
3. An additional chapter appears after the completion of Qus!a b.
Uiqa's treatise. Following the King's orders, a certain Don Mosheh21
describes an auxiliary quadrant and an armillary semicircle which he uses,
in combination with the globe, to divide the houses of the horoscope and
[0 calculate the QWfir (Le. Ql-wsyrr).
like to express my gratitude.
\9 See D. Romano. "Le opere scientifiehe di Alfonso X e l'interventO dcgli ebrei", in
Orieme e Occidellte "el Medioevo: Filosojia e Sciellze. Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei
(Roma. 1911).611-711 (see pp. 689-690, 693, 705) [reprint in Romano, De Hisroria
Judfa Hispfmica. Barcelona, 1991, pp. 147-181]. On the scientific collaborators of
Alfonso X, see also E.S. Proc!er, "The Scientific Works of the Coun of Alfonso X of
Castile: the King and his Collaborators", Modern Lallguage Review 40 (1945), 12-29; N.
Roth, "Jewish Translators at the Court of Alfonso X", Thought 60 (1985), 439-455;
Roth, ~Jewish Collaborators in Alfonso's Scientific Work" in Robert I. Bums (ed.),
Emperor of CullUre. AljollSo X the Learned of Castile and His Thineemh Century
RefU1issallce (philadelphia, 1990),59-11,223-230.
l(l On [his author see G. Hilly, "El Libro Conplido en los 1udizios de las Estrellas~, AI-
Alldalus 20 (1955), 1-14.
21 The spelling DOll Xosse which appears in Rico's edition (I, 206) is an obvious misprint.
See the edition by L. Kasten and J. Nilli, COllcordances and TexiS of the Royal
Scriptorium Manuscripts ofAlfonso X, el Sabio. Madison, 1918.
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2.2 Description of the illstrument
The description of the instrument appears both in the first four
chaplers, on the construction of the celestial globe, and in the fifth chapter
of the Alfonsine text (the first chapter of Qus!a b. Uiqa's Ireatise)22
which is the standard opening of a work on the use of an astronomical
instrument. The Alfonsine treatise offers, obviously, many details on the
construction of the instrument which are not mentioned in the Arabic
original21 and even the general design of the celestial globe presents
substantial differences between the two treatises which I will try to outline
in the following pages. This offers me the first opportunity to state that,
even if the Alcom can be considered, in general terms, a faithful
translation of the Arabic original24 , Yehudah b. Mosheh and Johan Daspa
do not hesitate to expand or modify when they deem it necessary.
Both texts (chapter 1/5) describe a celestial globe on which appears the
circle of the ecliptic and that of the equator, as well as their poles and the
great circles of longimde which correspond to the beginnings of the
zodiacal signs25 • Both the ecliptic and the equator are divided into 360°,
although the ecliptic appears divided into twelve sections of 30° each,
which correspond to the zodiacal signs, while the division into degrees of
the equator is consecutive from 1° to 360°. While the Alfonsine chapter
3 uses an obliquity of the ecliptic of 24°,26 chapter 1/5 does not mention
a value for this parameter, but 23;33° appears in chapter 30/34 on the use
n The Alfonsine treatise (69 chapters) follows carefully the chapter division of the Arabic
text (65 chapters), but as it adds four extra chapters at the beginning, there is a constant
difference of 4 between the chapter numbers of the two versions. My references will be
to the corresponding chapter number in such a way that chapter 115 means first chapter
of the Arabic original! fifth chapter of the Alfonsine translation. see Rico I. 154.
2l Concerning the materials used and the construction techniques see Savage-Smith,
/slamic(l/e Celestial Globes pp, 81-82.
101 A classification of the Alfonsine astronomical translations and original works can be
found in l. Sams6, ~Las ciencias exactas y flsico-naturales" in l.A. Garcla de Comzar
(00.), La epoca del g6/ico en la culrum espuiiola (c. /220- c. /480 (His/aria de Espana
Menendez Pidal, vo!. XVI, Madrid, 1994), pp. 553-593 (see especially pp. 558-566).
n Both texts mention twelve circles: they are, in fact, six.
26 Rico I, 166.
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of the instrument27, and 24° is implicit in several others (47/51, 49/53,
SO/54, 51/55. 52/56). An important difference between the two texts
(chapter 1/5) appears in relation to the stars projected on the surface of
the globe itself: the Arabic treatise mentions the twenty eight lunar
mansions (mandtil al~qamar), represented by circles of different size, to
which Qus!a b. Liiqa adds a small number of brilliant stars (small circles
having the same dianleler) which he identifies as those usually projected
on the astrolabe. The Alfonsine translators seem to have considered. the
lunar mansions inadequate for a cultural world which did not use a lunar
calendar, eliminating all references to them in their translation of this
chapter: in fact the Caslilian text replaces them by the forty eight
conSlellations of Ptolemy's star catalogue (nOl mentioned in Qus!a's
treatise) and by an undetermined number of stars within each constellation
(represented by circles of different size according to the magnirude of the
star). There is, then, an entirely different approach in the two texIs in
relation to the stars which appear on the globe. Although the Castilian texl
does not state it explicitly, the implication is that the Alfonsine globe
probably aimed to depiclthe full set of stars listed in star catalogues (class
A in Savage-Smith's classification of Islamicale celeslial globes), while the
globe described by Qus!a b. Liiqa corresponds 10 class B (in the same
classification), in which there are no constellation outlines, the number of
stars is limited, and astrolabe Stars are nearly always included.21
Qus!a b. Liiqa memions two other circles: the horizon and the
meridian. The former is a ring (~alqa) placed. on the upper surface of the
stand (kllrsr, siella or ~chair~), divided into 36()0. There is no description
of the stand in chapter 115, but we find it in chapter 4 of the Alfonsine
text, which is entirely independent of Qus!a's treatise29. It has the shape
of a square box with a graduated circular ring in its upper surface
(horizon) and rectangular openings in ils four sides: the user can introduce
his hand through these openings in order to move the sphere. The
meridian is a ring, also divided into 360°, which is fixed on the two
J7 11 is the value established in 213 IU828-19 by Ya~y1i ibn Abi Man~ar in Baghdad. See
Jamil Ali, The Detenninarion of the Coordinares of Positioru for the Correction of
Distances befl<,-een Qzies. A Translation from the Arabic of ol·Bih1nrs Kitdb ToIJdfd
Nihltyaz aJ-AnuUin Ut~l)i1} MosdjiJI ol-Mastlkin. Beirut, 1967, p. 60.
11 For (his classifICation see Savage-&nith. Isfomicaze ~/estiol Globes p. 61.
It Rico I. 168-169.
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equatorial poles of lhe sphere by means of two nails (mismiir, priego)
which allow me sphere to rOtate inside the meridian ring (chapter 115).
The meridian ring· which holds the sphere· stands on a pivot placed in
the cemre of the lower surface of the kUTSfl siella and is fixed on it by
(WO guides in the northern and southern points of the horizon: in this way
the meridian ring can slide so that the pole forms with the horizon an
angle equal to lhe local latitudeJO•
Qus~a b. Lilqa's instrument corresponds, therefore, to the simplest
kind, also described by J:labash al.l:Iasibll equipped with only two rings
(lIIt:riiJiall and horizon). The same can, obviously. be said of lhe Alfonsine
lext between chapters 5 and 69. As for the first four Alfonsine chapters
on the construction of the instrument, they introduce a third graduated
ring, called the smaller armilla (armilfa menor) to distinguish it from the
meridian ring (armi/la mayor). The smaller ring is fixed to the two poles
of the ecliptic and can rotate freely around them and underneath the
meridian ring, being able [0 represent any great circle of celes[ial
longitude. The purpose of the ring is obvious: it can be used to determine
the position of any celestial body in longitude and latitude as is explicitly
stated in chapter 3 of the Castilian text. A ring of this kind appears in
Ptolemy's description of his precessional globe, but I do not know of any
Islamic text or instrumen[ which mentions or includes one. It is possible
tha[ the Alfonsine collaborator who wrote [he four chap[ers on the
construction of the instrument used the Almagest as his source of
inspiration for the annilla menor: the Almagest is qUOted in relation to the
construction of the celestial globe in the Alfonsine treatise on the spherical
astrola!Jel2 and MS Escorial 915, which contains Is~aq b. J:lunayn's
translation of Ptolemy's work. seems to have been copied at the Alfonsine
courrD.
XI See chapter 115, Further details on the mounting of the instrument in chapter 4 of the
Alfonsine treatise (RiCO I, 168·169).
31 Richard Lorch and Paul Kunitzsch. "f:labash al·I:!asib·s Book on the Sphere and its Use",
7Liuchrift .fUr Geschichte der Arabisch-lslamischell Wissenschaftell 2 (1985). 68-98
(reprint in torch. Arabic Mathematical Sciences 110. XIU).
Jl Rjro 1I. 121.
J) 5ams6. "AJfOl15O X and Arabic Astronomy" in De tlst1'O/I(Hnia AfphOflSi Regis, p. 27
(reprint in Sams6. Islamic Astronomy and Medimu Spain. Variorum. Aldershot. 1994.
110. XID).
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h is interesting to examine the procedure described by Qus~a b. Uiqa,
and followed by the Alfonsine translation, to determine the position of a
celestial bOOy in longitude and latitude with a globe mat does not have this
smaller ring14 . In 53/57 Qus!a b. Lilqa describes an auxiliary graduated
quadrant to determine the solar altitude by fixing one of its ends on the
zenith and the other on the horizon. The same quadrant is also used in
58/62 to determine the longitude of the Moon or of any planet: now one
of the ends of the quadrant is fixed on the pole of the ecliptic and the
other one on the ecliptic itself. This auxiliary quadrant appears described
in other globe texts such as those written by al-~ufj (903_986)35, al-
KhazinT (ft. 1115-1130)36, Abu 'I-J:lasan CAll al-MarrakushT (13th C.)37
and in a Latin treatise on the solid sphere ascribed to Johannes of
Halebeke or Harlebeke (n. Paris 1303)1II. lr is rather curious that Qus~
does not mention this useful auxiliary quadrant until chapter 53 of the
Arabic text, and uses approximate methods instead. Thus, in chapter
20/24 Qus~ describes how to determine the longitude of a star and he is
forced to use the meridian ring: the degree of the ecliptic that crosses the
meridian together with the star (i.e. the mediation of the star) is
J< AbiJ 'l-l;Iasan cAli al-MamikushT easily solves the problem because his -meridian" armilla
can be pivoted on the poles of the equator or on the polcs of the ecliptiC. See ai-
Mamikushi, lam! ol-mabadi' wo 'l-gllttyfU (facsimile of ms. Istanbul Ahmet III 3343
published by the Institut fOr Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften.
Frankfurt. 1984) U. 7-8.
:u E.S. Kennedy, "al-!?Dfi on the Celestial Globe". Zeitschrift fiir GeschicJue der Arabisch-
IS/(llllischell WiSSellSCh(lfiell 5 (1989), 48-93.
)6 R. Lorch, "al-Khlizinrs Sphere that Rotates by Itselr, Journal for Ihe History ofArabic
Sdence 4 (1980), 287-329 (reprint in Lorch, Arabic Mmhemllricaf Sciences no. XI).
J1 see for example L.A. 5edillOl, Mtmoire sur les insl~nJS asIronomiques des Arabes
(Paris, 1844: reprint Frankfurt, 1989) p. liS; a1-MarrakushI, Jamf al·mabadi' wo 'I-
gM)'tl1 U, 5.
" R. Lorch, "The sphaera solido and Related InstrumentS" Ct'ntau11lS 24 (1980), 153-161
(repT. in Arabic MmMf1llllicai Scienas no. XU).
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considered 10 be equal to the longitude of the srar39, This equivalence is
only approximate and the Castilian text adds a brief description of the
auxiliary quadrant which is used to establish exactly the longimde of the
star, The following chapter (21/25) describes how to determine the
latitude of the star and, again, the Arabic text of Qus!a uses only the
meridian ring, while the Alfonsine translation adds the exact method based
on the use of the quadrant, showing clearly that the translator was well
aware of the approximate character of the method used by the Arabic
original40, In chapters 62/66 (on the determination of the longitude of a
star which is not projected on the sphere if we know its meridian altilUde
and the meridian aJ(irude of one of the stars which appear on the sphere)
and 63/67 (on the determination of the latitude of a star nOI projected on
the sphere if we know its meridian altitude and its longitude), we no
longer have Alfonsine additions bUI rather entirely different texts in the
Spanish translation: once more, Qus~a b. Lfiqa uses only the meridian ring
while, here, the Alfonsine lext - no longer a translation - describes
methods based on the use. of the auxiliary quadranl. These additions and
corrections do not appear, however, in all the pertinent cases in which the
auxiliary quadrant should have been used. In chapter 40/44, for instance,
both texts use the meridian ring to determine the longirude and latitude of
the Moon or of a planet, and the same happens in chapter 59/63 which
aims to establish the latitude of the Moon or of a planet if we know its
longitude and meridian altitude.
2.2.2 17Je Alfonsine appendix
)11 In chapter 29/33 both the Arabic text and the Castilian translation explicilly state this
equivalence:
.~ .~l.!lJ.1.iI t!.>~I.!J.U opl.ll.:.>-o .L.....JI -..~,.:; y:~1 .~I ~I,
t,~1 ~ .:.>-0~1 0"~,.., .L.....Jl ~,.:;
("Look at the degree of the ecliptic which crosses the meridian together with it [= star].
That degree is the degree of its mediation and it is {alsoJ its true degree of the ecliptic").
The Castilian text says equally: nEt aquel grado con que se para en cl mediol cielo en
csta oriella de esta armella, aquel cs su [ogar de la cstrella" (Rico I. 186). The same
identification appears in chapter 29/33.
010 "Et csta obra del quarto del cerco. quier por saber ellogar de la estrella. quier por sabeT
su ladeza. es mas cenera. et mas drecha que la otra obm que dixiemos que se faze por
la armella de mediodia" (Rico I. 181) ("And this use of the quadrant. in order to
determine the place [= longitude] of the star or its latitude. is more adequate and precise
than the other aforementioned method which uses the meridian ring").
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When Don Mosheh wrote the appendix on the procedure for the use
of the celestial globe41 in order to calculate the tasyfr and to divide the
houses according to the method of Hermes, he described, once more, how
to make an auxiliary quadrant, divided into ninety equal parts and
provided with a nail (clauo) in order to fix the quadrant to either of the
holes made in the sphere in the northern and southern poles of the
ecliptic: the text also careful1y explains how to use the quadrant in order
to establish on the globe the position in longitude and latitude of a celestial
body. It is interesting to remark, here, that Don Mosheh seems to have
written his appendix without reading either the Alfonsine translation of
Qus!a b. LGqa's treatise - where, as we have seen, the auxiliary quadrant
is described and used - or the first four chapters of the book 011 the
construction of the instrument: the aUXiliary quadrant is not needed for the
determination of ecliptic coordinates if we have the armilla menor, fixed
to the poles of the ecliptic. This is not the only instance of Alfonsine
collaborators working independently of each other and being unaware of
the work of their colleagues42 .
Don Mosheh also adds to the instrument half an armilla (media
armella dell aragr), provided with a movable index (demoslrador), the
ends of which will be fixed to the northern and southern points of the
horizon. This semiarmilla is used to calculate the tasyfl'3 and can also
be used to divide the houses according to the method of Hermes, the
"prime vertical method", in North's tE:rminology44. This is the second
'I Rico I. 206-209.
'2 See J. Sams6 and F. CaSlell6, "An Hypothesis on the epoch of Ptolemy's star catalogue
according to the authors of the Alfonsine Tables·.- JOlfmal for l!le His/ory ofAstronomy
19 (1988), 115~120. Reprint in Sams6, Islamic Astronomy muJ Medieval Spain,
Variorum, Aldershot, 1994, no. XX.
o M. Viladrich and R. ManC, ~Sobre el Libro dell arm;ir de los Libros tiel Saber de
Astranomia de Alfonso X el Sabio", J. Vemet (ed.). Nllevos Esmdios sabre Astronomla
Espmiola en el siglo de Alfollso X (Barcelona. 1983),75-100 (see especially pp. 88-90) .
.. J. Nonh, Horoscopes and History, London, 1986, pp. 36-38. This method is also
described in three other Alfonsine books: Libro dellWroiabio Redondo, Libros de la
Uunina Universal and Libra de la acafeha. On the prime venical method and its
introduction in al-Andalus sce also E.S. Kennedy, ~lbn MlfiIdh on the Astrological
Houses", Zeitschrift fUr Geschichte der Arabisc!l-Islamischen WissellSchaftell 9 (1994),
153-160; Kennedy, "The Astrological Houses as Defined by Medieval Islamic
Astronomers~, 1. Casulleras and 1. Sams6 (eds.), From Baghdad to Barcelona. Smdies
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method for the division of the houses of the horoscope which appears in
the Alfonsine text, for chapter 55/59 explains how (0 use the globe in
order to divide the houses according to the so-called standard melhod. For
the prime vertical methoo, don Mosheh needs a second semiarmilla which
will be auached to the East and West points of the horizon and which will
pass by the zenith, thus representing the prime vertical. This semiarmilla
will be divided into six equal parts (Le. six arcs of thirty degrees each)45
and, obviously, if lhe /asyir semiarmilla is pivOted on the North and South
points of lhe horizon and is "free to move in the Norlh·South direction, its
intersection with the thirty degree divisions of the "prime vertical"
semiarmilla will determine, Oil the ecliptic, the beginnings of the houses
according to (his method46. The Alfonsine text is, however, somewhat
confusing; when it describes the prime vertical semiarmilla for the first
time, it states that its use is to fix the tasyfr semiarmilla so that it will not
move when the sphere rotates.
2.3 The Alfoltsine translation of QUS{Q b. Liiqii's trealise
I have classified elsewhere'7 the Alfonsine scientific works into
faithful translations (A~afe!la", Cano1les de Alharem), interpolated
translations (Picarrix, Lopidario, Ubro de [as Cruz.es, Ibn al-Haymarn's
Cosmology), translations with original additions (Lomina universal,
in tM Islamic EIaer SCi~nus in Honour of Prof. Juan V~fMt (Barcelona, 1996). D, S3S-
S78; J. Sams6. "al-BinlnT' in al-Andalus", From Baghdad to Barcelona n, 583-612.
U Viladrich and Martf (Ubro d~l Ara,ir p. 98 n. 31) remark that there is a mistake in
Rico's edition (I. 208). In the edition of Kasten and Nitti. the text states clearly that the
semiannilla is divided into six parts, hypothetically equal.
~ ~pomemos ell armella del atat;:yr sobre cada parte destas partes, et moueremos cl
demostrador fasta que se encuentre con el zodiaco, ct mostf3mos alas casas segund la
opinion de Hcnnes" (Rico I. 208).
'1 1. Sams6, "Las dencias exactas y ffsico-naturales" in La epoca d~l gbtico ~" la cullUra
Vipaiiola (c. 122()' c. /480, pp. SS8-566.
41 MiIlis noted the literalism of Alfonsine translations bul his analysis was bastd only on
loo a1-Zarqalluh's A{YJ/~ha: see J.M. Millas Vallicl"OS3. "ElliteraIismo de los traduetores
de la cone de Alronso cl Sabio", Al-Andalus I (1933), ISS-187. R. Puig, lm Trarados
tk Construcd6n y Uso d~ la Azpf~a d~ Azarquitl. Madrid, 1987, has proved that this
trealise is, actually, a very liter.al lranslatKxt.
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Alcora), adaptations (Asfrolabio redofldo) and false translations (Ochaua
Espera). In the case of the Alcora, even if it can be considered, in general
terms, a faithful translation of the Arabic original, Yehudah b. Mosheh
and Johan Daspa do not hesitate to expand or modify when they deem it
necessary. I have already mentioned changes imroduced by the Alfonsine
translators in relation to the stars projected on the sphere or on the use of
the auxiliary quadrant. Other examples can easily be quoted. They are,
sometimes, unimporlant amplifications, or changes in the order of
exposition4g, of the Arabic text, attempting to explain it in a more
complete way. This is the case of a passage (chapter 4/8) in which Qus!a
deals with the people who live south of the equator, of whom he states:
F ~J .. L-.- ~J ~ 'I.; ~ r'to.,J4 ..",..:, ~!.
("They are like beasts and have no buildings, techniques or science").
The Castilian translation is slightly modified and insists on the idea of law
as an important element in human civilisation, a not unexpected emphasis
in the court of Alfonso X, who was a legislator of note:
Et SOli gel1/es semblallles de bestlas, que nOli an ley, 111/1 reglas, n!1l drechos, nin
saber Ill" II1llesm'aslO ("They are like beasts and have no laws, rules, rights,
knowledge and crafts")
In other instances the Castilian translation explains concepts which are
not common knowledge outside the Islamic community. This is the case
of chapter 57/61, which explains an approximate, and obviously
incomplete51 , method to determine the qibla: the Spanish version
translates the Arabic text faithfully bur adds "la linna dell alquibla, que
09 see the amplifications in chapters 6/10,7/11, 18122,28/32; changes of order in 13f17,
28/32. In chapters 32/36 and 33/37 which deal, respectively, with the use of the sphere
to obtain the rising times in right and oblique ascensions of the zodiacal signs, the
Alfonsine translation tends to give examples for specific cases (signs of Aries, Taurus,
Gemini). while QUS!ii often limits himself 10 a general reference to a zodiacal sign.
~ Rico I, 172.
" Both the Arabic and the Castilian texts detennine the qlbla as a function of the difference
of longitudes between the place in question and Mecca and forget about the latitudes of
the two cities.
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quier dezir la parte haza que 105 moros fazen oracion"j2 ("The qibla line,
which means the direction towards which the Moors say their prayers~).
This reference seems to be quite exceptional, for in the rest of the
Alfonsine astronomical works there is no mention of the qibla, and the
problem is dealt wim in a general way: how to find the direction of a
given place from your localionD . Only the book on the use of the plane
astrolabe stales, at the end of the corresponding chapler. that the direction
of Mecca from Cordova is at 45° between East and SouthSo'.
The qibfa is not the only instance in which the Alfonsine translation
gives an explanation of an Arabic technical term. AnOlher imeresting case
is chapter 52/56, in which Qus~a explains that in places with latitudes less
than 24°, the Sun transits the local zenith twice during the year. This
happens when the Sun is in a given degree of longitude [such that its
declination equals the local latitude] and "in its "ai-ir in declination" (If
Ilai-fri-hi .tr 'I-may/). This Arabic expression may easily create a
misunderstanding, for the term fla?fr of the degree (of longitude) of the
Sun usually means a point in the ecliptic placed at a distance of 180". The
Castilian translation interpolates a clear explanation:
~Ia una quando fuer en algun grado sennalado, et la otra quando fuer en el grado
que es SlJ opposilO, et quier dnj.r, e/ que es arredrado de la cabet;a de Concro
tan/O qumuo ell Olro-» nhe first lime when (the Sun] is in a determined degree.
and the second when il is in the degree which is ilS OPPOSIte. K'hich ~1JlU, the
dl!gru whose distance from Canar equal.s IhL dUttUlce (also from Cancer] ofl~
first dl!gree R ).
~ Rico I, 202.
II see Annellas chapters 37-38 (Rico 11. 53-54); AstrolabiQ redondo chapters 81-83 (Rico
11. 202-203); Umina Universal chapters 53-55 (Rico IJI, 116·111); Arafeha chapter 39
(Rico Ill. 192). This latter example (Arafelra) is less significant than the others, because
Ibn al-Zarqalluh's original Arabic text also deals with the problem in a general way and
does not mention the qibln: cf. R. Puig, rrfl/ados (le G'onsfnlcci()n, pp. 72-13. see also
M. Viladrich, ·Una nueva cvidencia de materiales 'rabes en la astronomfa alfonsf", M.
Comes, R. Puig and 1. $ams6 (tds.), De As/ro/lOlnin Alphollsi Regis (Barcelona, 1981),
105-116 (especially p. 113): the author presents evidence of other instances of
"censorshipR in the Astrolabio redondo in matters relat~ 10 mlqdl (astronomy specialised
in the Islamic cult).
Sf Astrolabio i/ono chapler 57 (Rico U. 288-289).
» Rico t, 199.
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Two degrees equidistant from a solsticiaI point must have the same
declination. Clarification of an Arabic passage which seems excessively
sparse may be useful for readers who are not always expert astronomers,
and makes sense in a treatise on the celestial globe which - as we have
seen - may be considered an introduction to spherical astronomy. Thus,
chapter SI/55 deals with the northern or southern direction of the shadow
in places with latitudes greater or smaller than 24°. The Alfonsine
translation clarifies the question by stating that Qus!a refers to the noon
shadow:
~Et eslO que dezimos. siempre es en mediodia. Ca las sombras que se fazen
escuemra orieme et escuentra occideme, que se fazen par cl mouimiemo del sol
cada dia, noli hy fablamos, ca mallifiesta rosa cs par si~)6 ("We mean at noon,
for it is obvious in itself lhal the shadows move tOwards the East or towards lhe
West as a result,pf the daily motion of the Sun").
In another instance, the Castilian translation omits a passage instead of
giving an explanation of a technical term. This happens in chapter 41/45
which deals with the determination of the setting time of the Moon or of
one of the planets. For that purpose the longitude and latitude of the
Moon or planet has to be established and Qus~a b. Uiqa reconunends the
use of a taqwfm or a vl, while the Alfonsine text JUSt skips the problem
and refers to the previous chapter (40/44, on the determination of the
rising time of the Moon or a planet) which merely states that one should
establish the ediptical coordinates of the celestial body involved. The
omission of the wqwfm (ephemerides calculated for one year) is
reasonable, for this kind of astronomical document was nor very common
in the Western Islamic tradition which cultivated the perpetual almanacs
instead, but one may wonder why the Alfonsine translators did not
recommend the use of a set of astronomical tables (= zfj). Finally, in the
translation of an Arabic text which - like other similar ones~7 - is
characterised by a systematic repetition of operations which are common
to many chapters58, it is interesting that in a few cases, such as the
)6 Rico I. 198.
n Kenncdy, -AI.~ufi on the Celestial Globe- p. 52.
,. Such as. for example:, moving the sphert: with the meridian ring so that the Nonh Pole
forms with me oorizon an angle ~uallo the locallatilUde.
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aforementioned chapter 40/44, the translators avoid repetitions by
referring to the miler chapter which deals with a similar problem. A
typical example can be found in chapters 13/17 and 14/18 which deal with
the determination of the time of the day> expressed in equal (13/17) or
unequal (14118) hours, if one knows the ascendant: in both cases the
process is the same and involves obtaining the hour angle. Qus~a b. Luqa
repeats the whole set of operations in both chapters, while the Alfonsine
text refers in 14/18 to what has already been explained in 13/17.
3. Conclusions
The Alfonsine book Oil the Alcora follows the basic structure of many
other texts extant in the Libros del Sober de Astrol/om{a. The King wanted
a collection of treatises dealing with the construction and use of
aSlronomical instruments and, for that purpose, he ordered his
collaborators to translate the best available Arabic literature on the topic.
Books on the use of the instruments were easy to find and this is why
most of the treatises of this kind are actual translations of Arabic
originals, like that of Qusta b. Uiqa. Texts on the construction of
instruments were not so cOlTunon and Alfonso X usually ordered his
collaborator Isl~aq ben Sfd (Rabi9ag) to write an original work on a
specific instrument. The King was also extremely interested in Astrology
and, very especially, in rasyrr techniques, the main purpose of which is
to determine the length of time to pass until a specific event (such as the
death of the subject of the horoscope). This interest accounts for me
compilation of the Libro del AlOrir - which describes a specific astrolabe
plate designed for the calculation of the lasyrr, projection of rays and
division of the houses according to the equatorial method - and the
addition of an extra chapter to the Alcora, by an otherwise unknown Don
Mosheh, which deals with two of me three questions studied in me Libro
del Alarir.
The three parrs into which the Alcora book has been divided are, thus,
clear and I will only limit myself 10 summarize a couple of points which
have been developed in detail in this paper. First of all the book seems to
be the result of the compilation of three independent works and no attempt
has been !11ade to harmonize the whole and avoid repetitions: let us
remember the presence of an armilla melior (a great circle of longitude)
in the construction treatise - following, probably, the model of the
Almagesr - which is not mentioned at all in the treatise on the use of the
astrolabe in which the translators do not hesitate to modify Qus!a b.
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Uiqa's original in problems related to the detennination of the ecliptical
coordinates of a celestial body by using the auxiliary quadrant, but not the
amlilla menor. This is combined with the fact that the auxiliary quadram,
which appears in the treatise on the use of the globe, is described again
in Don Mosheh's additional chapter.
Furthermore: even if Qus~a's book on the use of the celestial globe is
the main source used by the Alfonsine authors, and even if the translation
is usually faithful to the Arabic original, the translators and authors of this
collective work do not consider fidelity as their main purpose. It is very
clear that they seek 10 improve on their sources and offer the King the
best possible instrument they are able to describe. There is, no doubt, a
certain spirit of originality in Alfonsine scientific works - for which there
are clear precedents in Iwelfth celllury Latin translations - which will
culminate in the Alfotlsine Tables.
